








































G.NARAYANAMMA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE 
AUTONOMOUS (FOR WOMEN) 

DEPARTMENT OF CSE 
COURSE OUTCOMES FOR GNR-18 REGULATIONS Course Name CO No. 

CO statement BT M.TechI Year - I Semester
CO 

C101.1 Demonstrate various hashing techniques. L2 C101.2 Analyse and construct Skip Lists. 
Advanced Data 

C101.3 Develop and analyse algorithms for red-black trees, B-trees and Splay trees. 

Advanced Data L4 

Structures L6 C101.4 Develop algorithms for text processing applications. L6 
Identify suitable data structures and develop algorithms for computational geometry problems. 
Implement advanced data structures using Java. 

C101.5
L C101.6 

L3 CO 
Understand the basic notions of discrete and continuous probability. 
Apply selected probability distributions to solve problems. 
Understand the methods of statistical inference, and the role that sampling distributions play in those methods. 

Understand how graphs are used as models in variety of areas 

C102.1 Mathematical L2 C102.2 Foundations of 
Computer

L3 C102.3
L2 C102.4 Science L2 

CI02.5|Apply various counting techniques in solving combinatorial problems. 

C102.6 
L3 

Gain knowledge in various applications related to computer science.
CO L 

Identify machine learning problems corresponding to different applications. 
Recognize the basic theory underlying machine learning. 

Identify machine learning techniques appropriate to respective problems. 
Compare range of machine learning algorithms along with their strengths and weaknesses. 

Understand the underlying mathematics and logic behind various supervised and unsupervised paradigms. 
Apply different learning algorithms to solve provlems of moderate complexity. 

C103.1 
C103.2 LI 

Machine L2 
C103.3 

Learning LI C103.4 
L4 

C103.5
L2 

C103.6 
L3 CO 

C104.1 Understanding basic knowledge on fundamental principles of intelligent systems. 
Select a search algorithm for different applications. 

L2 
Introduction to 

Intelligent 
Systems

C104.2
L4 

C104.3 Understand the knowledge based systems. 
L2 

Possess the skill to analyze and compare variety of AI problem solving techniques 
4.5Acquire knowledge in Uncertainty and Probabilistic reasoning approaches 

Ci04.6Apply different learning techniques to solve complex problems. 

C104.4 
L4 

LI 

L3 



CO 
L2 Understand the concepts of frequent patterns, association and correlations in data mining. 

Perform classi fication and prediction techniques on large data sets.

C105.1 
C105.2 L3 

Advanced Data 
Mining 

C105.3 Analyze various clustering techniques. L4 

Comprehend the technique to extract patterns from time series data and its applications in real world. 

Apply and analyze the knowledge of Graph mining and Web mining 
C105.4 L2 

C105.5 L3 

C105.6 Solve real world problems in business and scientific information using data mining 

Understand and apply suitable algorithms for data science.

Compare various techniques and use appropriate methods for given data set. 

Design suitable models to extract useful information for the given data. 

L3 

CO 

C106.1 L2 

C106.2 L4 

Data Science C106.3 L6 

C106.4Present the data using suitable visualization methods LI 

Handle data leakage problems in data. 

Analyze various hypothesis for betterunderstanding. 
CO 

C106.5 L3 

C106.6 L4 

Understand the concepts of distributed system, various system models. 
Apply virtual time, agreement and consensus protocols in distributed systems 
|Analyse the establishment of Inter process communication between distributed systems 
Comprehend and design a new distributed system with the features that support distributed file system and distributed shared

C107.1 L2 

C107.2 L3 
Distributed 

C107.3 L4 
Systems C107.4 L2 

C107.5 |Apply and analyse the knowledge of distributed transactions. 
C107.6 

L4 

Develop new distributed applications. L6 
CO 

C108.1 Gain knowledge of various types of wireless networks, standards, operations and use cases. L2 
Advanced 

C108.2 Design WLAN, WPAN and Cellular based upon underlying propagation. 
C108.3 Demonstrate knowledge of protocols used in wireless networks. 

Wireless and L6 

Mobile L2 

Give an overview of underlying Operating System for Wireless Sensor Networks. 

Design wireless networks exploring trade-offis between wireline and wireless links. 

Understand the security issues in Mobile & Wireless networks. 

C108.4Networks L2 
C108.5 L6 
C108.6 L2 

CO 

C109.1 Develop the programs for various data structures for stacks, queues. 
Develop the programs for various non-linear data structures for linked lists, binary search tree, AVL tree and B-tree. 

Develop the programs for various advanced data structures for dictionaries ete. 

L6 
C109.2 

Advanced Data L6 
C109.3

Structures Lab L6 
C109.4 Implement various text processing algorithms. 
C109.5 Implement computational geometry algorithm. 

CI09.6 Choose the appropriate data structurefor solving real world problems. 

L3 

L3 

L4 



CO 

C110.1 Leam progrmming using basic features like frames, array and matrices. L 
C10.2 Ability to apply different operations to manipulate the data. L3 Machine

Knowledge to handle different file formats and analyze the data.
Understand the logic and underlying mathematics behind basic machie learing algorithms. 
|Apply different learning algorithms to solve provlems. 

Compare basic machine learning algorthms. 

C110.3 L4 Leaming Lab
Cl10.4 L2 

Ci10.5 L3 

C110.6 L4 
CO 

Write programs in Python/scilab language. 
Design different Artificial Neural Network models for solving real time problems. 
|Implement and apply fuzzy logic and reasoning to solve various engineering problems. 
Apply genetic algorithms for finding the fittest value of the target.
Recognize the underlying mathematics and logic behind various computing algorithms under AI system. 

Apply variety of learning algorithms to solve problems of moderate complexity 

C111.1 L 

Introduction to 
Intelligent 

System Lab

C111.2 L6 

C111.3 L3 

C111.4 L3 

C111.5 L2 

C111.6 L3 

CO 
C112.1 Understand the concepts of frequent patterns, association and correlations in data mining. 

Perform classification and prediction techniques on large data sets. 
L2 

C112.2 L3 Advanced Data C112.3 Analyse various clustering techniques. Mining Lab L4 

Comprehend the technique to extract patterns from time series data and its applications in real world. 
Apply and analyse the knovwledge of Web mining. 

Solve real world problems in business and scientific information using data mining, 

C112.4 L2 
C112.5 L3 
C112.6 L3 

CO 
C113.1 Understand research problem formulation. 

Analyze research related information. 
Follow research ethics.

L2 
C113.2 L4 
C113.3

LI 
Research

Understanding that when IPR would take such important place in growth of individuals & nation, it is needless to emphasis the| 
need of information about Intellectual Property Right to be promoted among students in general & engineering in particular. 

Methodology & Ci13.4 

IPR L2 

Understand that IPR protection provides an incentive to inventors for further research work and investment in R& D, which 
leads to creation of new and better products, and in turn brings about, economic growth and social benefits. 

Ci13.5

L5 
C113.6 Compose and write quality research reports and attain familiarity with intellectual property rights. L6 



CO 
L2 C114.1 |The student will be able to understand the nuances of research writing. 

CI14.2 The student will be able to write a rescarch paper with required writing skills and be confident to share their writing with 
C114.2 L3 English for 

Research Paper 
Writing 

others.
The student will be able to publish a paper using the requisite standard in a journal.
The student will be able to review the research papers and articles in a scientific manner. 

The student will be able to work on citations and ably place them in her research paper. 

L6 C114.3 
L5 C114.4
L3 CI14.5

C114.6 The student will be able to avoid plagiarism and be able to develop her own writing skills in presenting the research work.
L2 

CO 
C115.1 

LI Learn different disasters and measures to reduce the risk due to these disasters. 

Learn institutional frame work for disaster management at national as well as global level. 

Develop the capacity to integrate knowledge and to analyze, evaluate and manage the different public health aspects of disaster 

events at a local and global levels, even when limited information is available. 

Demonstrate, describe, analyze and evaluate the environmental, social, cultural, economic, legal and organizational aspects 

influencing vulnerabilities and capacities to face disasters. 

Understand the emergency/disaster management cycle for various types of disasters. 

LI 
C115.2 

C115.3 L6 
Disaster 

Management C115.4 L5 

L2 
C115.5

C115.6 Develop a basic understanding of prevention, mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery on various types of disasters. 
L6 

CO 

The pedagogical practices followed by teachers in developing countries both in formal and informal classrooms. 

To examine the effectiveness of pedagogical practices. 
To understand the concept, characteristics and types of educational research and perspectives of research. 

The role of teachereducation. school curriculum and guidance materials for effective pedagogy. 

L2 
C116.1 

Pedagogy 
Studies 

L4 
C116.2

L2 
C116.3 L2 

Ci16.4 
CO Personality 

Development 
through Life 

Enlightenment 

L6 
Develop their personality and achieve their highest goal of life. 

|Lead the nation and mankind to peace and prosperity. 
C117.1 L4 
C117.2 L6 
C117.3 Develop versatile personality. 

M.Tech.I Year - II Semester 

CO L4 

Analyse the complexity/performance of different algorithms. 

Determine the appropriate design paradigm for solving a particular set of problems 

Categorize the different problems in various classes according to their complexity. 

Formulate algorithms for NP hard and NP complete problems. 

Develop linear programming algorithms 

Analyse and write efficient algorithms for any complex/ real world problems. 

C118.1 L3 
C118.2 L4 Advanced 
C118.3 L6 

Algorithms C118.4 L6 

Ci18.5 L4 

Ci18.6 



CO 
LI C119.1 ldentify and describe soft computing techniqucs and their roles in building intelligent machines. 

C119.2 L2 

Soft Computing| Understand and apply concept of artificial neural networks. 
Apply fuzzy logic and reasoning to handle uncertainty and solve various engineering problems.C119.3 L3 

L3 C119.4 Apply genetic algorithms to combinatorial optimization problems. 
CI19.5Evaluate and compare solutions by various soft computing approaches for a given problem. 

Ci19.6Recognize the underlying mathematics and logic behind varioussoft computing algorithmns. 

L5 

L2 

CO 
L2 Understand the concepts of data gathering and preparation. 

Ability to perform data cleaning techniques on data sets.
|Analyze various data transformation and segmentation techniques. 
Apply and analyze the various clustering techniques. 
Able to comprehend visualize the data related to real world applications. 
Ability to solve correlations and connections, hierarchies and networks in business and scientific information using processing 

C120.1 
Data C120.2 L3 

Preparation and 
Analysis 

C120.3 L4 

C120.4 L3 

C120.5 L2 

C120.6 L3 

CO 

C121.1 Understand fundamental image processing techniques required for computer vision. 
Employ various edge detection techniques 
Extract features using Histogram Processing, Color, Texture and Shape. 
Apply basic morphological operations. 
Analyze segmentation of images by clustering Pixles and segmentaion by Graph Therotic clustering. 

L2 

C121.2 L3 
Computer C121.3 L2 

Vision 
C121.4 L3 

C121.5 L4 
C121.6 Evaluate pattern using classification and clustering techniques L5 

CO 

Differentiate key concepts and techniques for centralized databases and distributed databases. 
|Analyze and design distributed database systems based on the principles of distributed indexing. query evaluation, data 

Implement storage, indexing, query evaluation and query optimization techniques. 

C122.1 L4 

C122.2 L4 

Distributed C122.3 L3 
Databases 

C122.4
Implement the concepts of transaction management, concurrency control, crash recovery, deadlocks and catalog management. L3 

C122.5 Apply suitable architecture for distributed databases. 

C122.6
L3 

|Apply the concepts of inter-operability of databases. L3 
CO 

Explain importance of HCI study and principles of user-centred design (UCD) approach. 
Develop understanding of human factors in HCI design. 
Develop understanding of models, paradigms and context of interactions. 
UCD process to design effective user-interfaces following a structured and organized. 
Evaluate usability of a user-interface design. 

|Apply cognitive models tor predicting human-computer-interactions. 

C123.1 L2 
Human C123.2 L2 

Computer C123.3 
L2 

Interaction C123.4 

C123.5
L6 

LS 
C123.6 L3 



CO 
C124.1 Understand relevant legislation and codes of ethics. L2 

C124.2 |Computer forensics and digital detective and various processes, policies and procedures. 

|E-discovery, guidelines and standards, E-evidence, tools and environment. Digital 
LI 

C124.3 
Forensics 

LI 

C124.4 Email and web forensics and network forensics. LI 

C124.5 Understand procedures for network forensics. 

Understand various forensic tools for a wide variety of investigations. 

L2 

C124.6 
L2 

CO 
C125.1 Gain knowledge of Grid Computing, Web Services, and Service-oriented architecture. LI 

Cluster and Grid 
C125.2 Illustrate the architecture for grid computing. 

L2 

C125.4 Understand the strategies for process scheduling and load balancing. 
C125.3 Get knowledge for setting up and administering a Cluster. 

LI 

Computing 
L2 

C125.5 Know the recent trends in Cluster and Grid Computing. 

C125.6 

LI 

Understand the case studies for various cluster architectures. 
L2 

CO L4 

|Analyze and implement advanced sorting and searching techniques. 

Solve problems related to divide and conquer strategy. 
C126.1

C126.2

L3 

Advanced
L3 

Algorithms Lab 
C126.3 Implement greedy method problems. 

C126.4 Develop the dynamic programming algorithms and analyse it to determine its computational complexity. 

Implement linear programming algorithms. 

Analyse and writeefficient algorithms for any complex/real world problems. 

L6 

L3 

C126.5 L4 

C126.6 
CO 

C127.1

L3 

Apply pre-processing statistical methods for any given raw data. 

C127.2Ability to perform heterogeneous, cleaning techniques to replace missing data.
L3 

Data 
L4 

Preparation and C127.3 |Analyze various data transformation techniques on various data sets. 

Analysis Lab

L3 

C127.4 |Apply and analyze the various clustering techniques. L6 

Ability to generate different association rules by applying various techniques. 

Comprehend visualize thedata related to in real world applications. 
C127.5 L2 

C127.6
CO 

L2 

Understand the basic image processing techniques and enhance images by adjusting contrast. 

Detect edges using various karnels, detect lines using hough transformation. 

Apply histogram processing convert between various colour spaces and obtain texture.

Analyze the morphological operations erosion, dilation, opening and closing. 

Partition dataset by classification and clustering. 

Comprehend computer vision system for real world problems. 

C128.1 
L4 

CI28.2 
L3 

Computer 
Vision Lab 

C128.3 
L4 

C128.4 
L3 

C128.5
L2 

C128.6



CO 

Design a database using ER diagrams. 
C129.2Impose constraints over the data.
C129.1 L 

Distributed L6 
C129.3 Create active databases and design assertions and triggers. 

Differentiate key concepts and techniques for centralized databases and distributed databases. 
Able to distribute the data among various sites and write query over the data.

Implement the concepts of deadlock management. 

Databases Lab L6 
C129.4 L4 
C129.5 L2 

C129.6 3 
CO 

C130.1 To inculcate research and innovative thinking. 

To explore societal needs and work towards addressing the needs. 
To build good conceptual knowledge with practical approach. 

To incorporate project development skills in the students. 

To improve the coding.debugging,presentation and documentation skills. 

LS 

Mini Project C130.2 
with Seminar C130.3 L3 

C130.4 L2 

C130.5 L2 

CO 
SANSKRIT 

Gain knowledge in basic SANSKRIT language. 
|Understand the ancient SANSKRIT literature about Science & Technology. 

C131.1 for Technical L2 
C131.2 

Knowledge L2 
C131.3 Develop logical and analytical skills. 

CO 
L6 

Value C132.1 Gain knowledge on self-development. 
Learn the importance of self-development. 

Develop overall personality. 

L2 
Education C132.2 L5 

C132.3 L6 
CO 

Get the clarity and idea about function of Indian constitution. 
Constitution of C133.2 Understand the Rights of equality, the Right of freedom and the Right to constitutional remedies. 

Grab the Knowledge of the Union Government and their powers and functions. 

Understand state and central policies, fundamental duties. 

C133.1 L2 

Constitution of| L2 
C133.3 

India L4 
C133.4 L2 
C133.5 Understand powers and functions of Municipalities, Panchayats and Co-operative Societies 
C133.6

L2 

Understand Electoral Process, special provisions. L2 
CO 

Enhancement of Physical strength and flexibility. 

Learn to relax and focus. 

Relieve physical and mental tension 

C134.4 |Improve work performance/ efficiency 

Stress C134.1 
LS 

C134.2 Management 
by YOGA 

L3 
C134.3 

L3 

L3 



M.Tech.I Year - I Semester 
CO 

C201.1 Understand the structure and working principle of compilers. 
Handle exceptions and debugging in compilers. 
|Analyze data dependencies across various different datastructures. 

L2 
c201.2 

Compiler for L2 
C201.3 

HPC L4 
C201.4 Design global optimizing techniques. 
C201.5 

L6 
Use different message passing mechanisms. 
Apply the concepts of scalable shared memory in designingcompilers for high performance computing. 

L3 
C201.6 

CO 

Formulate optimization problems. 
Understand and apply the concept of optimality criteria for various types of optimization problems. 

Solve various constrained in Single variable as well as multivariable. 

C202.1 L6 
C202.2 

Compiler for L2 
C202.3

HPC L3 
C202.4 Analyze the various unconstrained problems in Single variable as well as multivariable. L4 
C202.5 Comprehend and design a new mathematical system with the featuresthat support real life problems. L6 

C202.6 Apply the methods of optimization in real life situation. 
CO 

L3 

C203.1 Describe big data and use cases from selected business domains. LI 

C203.2 Understand NoSQL big data management and various distribution models 
C203.3 Understand the design of HDFS and Hadoop 1/0. 

L2 
Big Data 

Analytics 
L2 

|Understand map-reduce analytics using Hadoop.
Understand Hadoop related database tools such as HBase and Hive. 

Write PigScripts for Big Data Analytics. 

C203.4 L2 

c203.5 L2 

C203.6 LI 

CO 
Have a knowledge of data analytics. 
Think critically in making decisions based on data analytics. 

C204.3Identify the befitting descriptive tool required for the business 

C204.1 LI 

C204.2 L4 
Business L3 

Analytics ldentify appropriate prescriptive modeling technique for decision making 
C204.5 Apply suitable predicative method that supports business decision making 

C204.6 Translate data into clear, actionable insightsin the decision making process 

C204.4 LS 

L3 

L6 

CO 
L2 

C205.1Know the need for safety in industries 

C205.2 |Know about factory acts and industrial safety regulations 

Industrial Safety C205.3 |Analyse causes and types of different hazards on their preventions 

L5 

L4 

LS 
C205.4 |Asses quality maintenance processes and maintenance work quality 

LS 
C205.5Assess safety practices and programs. 

C205.6 Know about periodic and preventive maintenance activities in industries. L5 



CO L3 
Apply linear programming models to several Engineering Applications. 
Able to apply the concept of non linear programming 

In Dynamic Programming selected models were taught. 
Apply simple mathematical models in Inventory into the real Engineering Applications. 

Solve Game theory problems related to business applications. 

|To minimize waiting time of the customer and optimization of number of servers. 

C206.1 L3 
C206.2 L2 Operations C206.3 L3 Research 
C206.4 L3 
C206.5 L3 

C206.6 
CO L2 

C207.1 Perceive the cost associated in managing engineering projects 
L3 

207.2 Prepare budgets for engineering projects. 

c207.3 
Cost L4 

Management of 
Engineering 

Projects

Enumerate and effectively handle the inventory management in reducing the project management cost. 

Envelope the cost associated in price fixation of the projects. 

Orient the cost management decision-making using quantitative methodology in minimizing the cost associated with the 

projects. 
Furnish effective cost management practices for better handling of engineering projects

L6 
C207.4

L5 c207.5
5 

C207.6
CO 

C208.1 
L3 

Learn different composite materials and their applications 

Have capacity to integrate knowledge and to analyse, evaluate and manage the different the types of reinforcements. 

Develop different types of metal/ceramic/polymer matrix compositesand prepare the same for their specific needs as engineers. 

Critically enhance strength of the composite materials through Laminar usage. 

4 
Composite C208.2 6 
Materials C208.3 L3 

C208.4

CO 

C209.1 
L2 

Understand the methods of recycling of waste. 

Compare the methods of waste disposal. 

Identify different sources of energy from waste. 

Analyze methods for management of waste.

Understand the global trade in hazardous waste. 

Utilize different sources of energy from waste in an efficient and economical wayfor practical utilities. 

3 
C209.2 3 Energy from 
C209.3 4 

Waste C209.4 2 
C209.5 5 

C209.6 
CO 

C210.1 
L4 

|Analyse solar thermal and photovoltaic systems and related technologies for energy conversion 

Understand Wind energy conversion and devices available for it 

|Understand Biomass conversion technologies, Geo thermal resources and energy conversion principles and technologies 

Realize Power from oceans (thermal, wave, tidal) and conversion devices 

Understand fundamentals of fuel cells and commercial batteries. 

Suggest suitable method of power generation for a particular region/organization based on the availability of resources. 

L2 

Power from C210.2 L3 
Renewable C210.3 L3 

C210.4 Energy Sources L2 
C210.5 L4 
C210.6



CO 

L6 Build good conceptual knowledge with practical approach. 

Study and review the literature to identify the problem statement. 

Incorporate project development skills in the student.

Improve the coding, debugging, presentation and documentation skills. 

c211.1 

Project Work c211.2 L2 

c211.3 L6 

C211.4 L6 


